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              HER HONOUR:        So this is your application, Mr Haughton.    1 

              MR HAUGHTON:       Yes.  I'd like to start with the first       2 

                  hand up.  I've given the defendant a sheet.  Could I        3 

                  hand up please and we can run through the                   4 

                  jurisdictional matters.                                     5 

              HER HONOUR:        Thank you.                                   6 

              MR HAUGHTON:       Today I'm going to run through the           7 

                  Australia Act and its fraudulent or alleged fraudulent      8 

                  acts that it's conducted and then we'll work into the       9 

                  Acts Amendment and Courts, Acts Amendments and Repeal      10 

                  Courts and Legal Practices Act which remove the Crown      11 

                  and the Queen in 61 places but we have to work through     12 

                  the Australia Act first.                                   13 

                      So the Australia Act basically the real issue          14 

                  with the Australia Act was the difference between royal    15 

                  assent and enactment.  Now the Australia Act nullified     16 

                  the requirement for royal assent and gave it to a          17 

                  simple enactment here ... do append here so to speak       18 

                  and to stop them having to send the constitutional         19 

                  piece of legislation back to the UK because if it had      20 

                  to fulfil the royal assent position then it had to go      21 

                  to the House of Lords and the House of Commons not the     22 

                  Queen because she can't touch them because of the 1688     23 

                  Bill of Rights s.1 and s.2 and the Australia Act did       24 

                  not comply with that.                                      25 

                      So the bill of rights, excuse me, the bill of          26 

                  rights basically is saying that -                          27 

              HER HONOUR:        So this is the 1688 Bill of Rights.         28 

              MR HAUGHTON:       Yes, that's right, s.1:                     29 

                  'Whereas the lords spiritual and temporal and commons      30 

                  assembled at Westminster lawfully fully and freely         31 

                  representing all the estate of the people and the          32 

                  rights and the realms did upon the ninth day of            33 

                  February in the year of our lord one thousand one          34 

                  hundred and eighty eight present on to the majesties       35 

                  then called as the known by the names of the state -'      36 

                  Oh my goodness, sorry,                                     37 

                  '- of William and Mary, Prince and Princess of Orange      38 
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                  being present in their proper persons in certain            1 

                  declarations in writing made by the said lords and the      2 

                  commons in the words following viz.'                        3 

                      So basically where we're going here is that             4 

                  nothing can be passed without the consent of the House      5 

                  of Lords and the House of Commons and Mr Hawke              6 

                  allegedly signed his letters patent himself.  So that       7 

                  just simply can't be done.  So to do that that's the        8 

                  first point of treason because Mr Hawke can't do that       9 

                  and he bypassed the bill of rights.                        10 

                      So Australia had to comply by and abide by the         11 

                  constitutional requirement of s.106 and when you look      12 

                  at that section where it must abide by the                 13 

                  constitutional structure of any state and in Western       14 

                  Australia it has six sections ss.2, 3, 4, 50, 51 and 73    15 

                  and in Queensland it has six sections 1, 2, 2A, 1A, 11B    16 

                  and 14 and it affected the states and the powers of        17 

                  those particular constitutions.  If the governor put       18 

                  through an Act that removes the Queen and substitutes      19 

                  himself then he is affected the office of the governor     20 

                  that affected the constitution of Western Australia and    21 

                  Queensland.                                                22 

                      So the Australia Act s.6 manner and form works         23 

                  and operates so that makes it invalid - what makes it      24 

                  invalid is any bill or Act that affects the                25 

                  constitution of the state or its powers.  So when the      26 

                  states were asked to do the States Request Act 1985 and    27 

                  because Bob Hawke and his six premiers did not want it     28 

                  going anywhere near s.128 of the Constitution where it     29 

                  must go to the electors so he used sort of like a trick    30 

                  or a mirage so to speak so they used s.51 to get the       31 

                  States Request Acts, but basically they were in dry        32 

                  god's gully in Western Australia and Queensland because    33 

                  in the Western Australian Constitution s.73(2) and s.50    34 

                  alters the office of the governor and that's in both       35 

                  those constitutions and we also have in those states a     36 

                  double-entrenched constitution amendment in 1977 that      37 

                  got the Joh Bjelke-Petersen double-entrenchment, must      38 
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                  go to the electors and in Western Australia we got the      1 

                  1978 Sir Charles Court double-entrenched referendum         2 

                  which either of those states complied with.                 3 

                      So basically s.50, so if the governor gets rid          4 

                  of the Queen - sorry, sub-s.(2) and s.50 alters the         5 

                  office of the Governor-General it changes his role.         6 

              HER HONOUR:        Sorry, which Act are you talking about       7 

                  now?  Section 50 of?                                        8 

              MR HAUGHTON:       The Western Australian Constitution.         9 

              HER HONOUR:        Okay.                                       10 

              MR HAUGHTON:       So they altered that s.50 and s.51 but      11 

                  that must go to the electors because in the Western        12 

                  Australian Constitution s.73(2) also has six parts and     13 

                  (g) being the most important part.  Now it bypassed        14 

                  that referendum but if we could just go to the             15 

                  affidavit to - sorry, we just go to the Western            16 

                  Australian Constitution.  It's on p.13 of the exhibit      17 

                  book.  Are we on that page there?                          18 

              HER HONOUR:        Yes, thank you.                             19 

              MR HAUGHTON:       So if we go down to where it says (g)       20 

                  because that's if you go to the - so that's the bottom     21 

                  of 73(2)(g):                                               22 

                  'A bill has also prior to such presentation been           23 

                  approved by the electors in accordance with this           24 

                  section and a bill assented to consequent upon its         25 

                  presentation in contravention of this sub-section shall    26 

                  be of no effect as an Act.'                                27 

                  And we've got the same thing in Queensland.                28 

                      So this Australia Act has no validity whatsoever       29 

                  because s.50 is a very important thing.  To effect s.50    30 

                  in the States Request Act is also to nullify the           31 

                  Australian Act when using s.14.  Add s.50 and s.51         32 

                  without a referendum condition at the States Request       33 

                  Act two years prior because that States Request Act was    34 

                  issued in 1985 and we can see that by - I've just got      35 

                  the South Australian States Request section on the         36 

                  front there.  There was one for each state.                37 

              HER HONOUR:        Can I just ask you a question about that?   38 
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              MR HAUGHTON:       Yes.                                         1 

              HER HONOUR:        I'm just not sure what the relevance of      2 

                  this is because we're dealing with a couple of pieces       3 

                  of commonwealth legislation today.  We're dealing with      4 

                  the Income Tax Assessment Act under which the notices       5 

                  of assessment were levied.                                  6 

              MR HAUGHTON:       It has no validity.                          7 

              HER HONOUR:        And we're dealing with the Corporations      8 

                  Act under which the statutory demand was issued.  They      9 

                  are both pieces of commonwealth legislation so I'm just    10 

                  wondering what the relevance of the Western Australian     11 

                  and Queensland Constitutions are to that.                  12 

              MR HAUGHTON:       Well, the Australia Act is invalid and we   13 

                  can go into the court case I ran with Judge Livesey on     14 

                  4 September.  So if we go to the page of the affidavit,    15 

                  p.6, 6 of 8 of the affidavit in the exhibit.               16 

              HER HONOUR:        Okay, the booklet you just handed up.       17 

              MR HAUGHTON:       Yes.  Thank you.                            18 

              CONTINUED                                                      19 
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                      So the Australia Act's got major problems.  It          1 

                  bypassed the referendum and - I don't want to touch the     2 

                  - we go to the corporations part in a second, I've got      3 

                  the Corporations Act here, of 2001 - but it's nullified     4 

                  anyway because the Australia Act's invalid.  There's no     5 

                  constitutional conformity and there's no referendum at      6 

                  s.128.  But if we could just look at the citation of        7 

                  the transcripts it is only transcripts and it's no          8 

                  order yet, but we've run through this and he's agreed       9 

                  that if we look down - are we on the same page where it    10 

                  says transcript?                                           11 

              HER HONOUR:        Yes.                                        12 

              MR HAUGHTON:       So I asked him the referendum's been        13 

                  omitted in Western Australia and Queensland and he says    14 

                  yes.  So if it's been omitted there's no constitutional    15 

                  conformity whatsoever.                                     16 

                      Now also if we look at s.128, if we could go to        17 

                  p.2 of the affidavit, if we could just go down to just     18 

                  under the first line please, and it says:                  19 

                  'An Act to enable the constitutional arrangements          20 

                  affecting the Commonwealth and the States to be brought    21 

                  into conformity with the status of the Commonwealth of     22 

                  Australia as a sovereign independent and federal           23 

                  nation.'                                                   24 

                  If we go down a little bit further and we look at s.128    25 

                  which is mode of altering the constitution:                26 

                  'Under the Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act      27 

                  1901 s.128 is referendum entrenched to change the          28 

                  status -'                                                  29 

                  They used the same words but they just bypassed the        30 

                  referendum,                                                31 

                  '- of the Commonwealth of Australia as a constitution      32 

                  monarchy to become a sovereign independent and federal     33 

                  nation.'                                                   34 

                  If we go over to p.1 of the same document, in the          35 

                  exhibit, chapter - alteration of the constitution,         36 

                  s.128, mode of altering the constitution.  If we can       37 

                  just go over to p.2 down the bottom here it says:          38 
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                  'No alteration diminishing the proportionate                1 

                  representation of any State in either House of the          2 

                  parliament or the minimum number of representatives of      3 

                  the State in the house of representatives, or               4 

                  increasing, diminishing or otherwise altering the           5 

                  limits of the State.  Or in any manner affecting the        6 

                  provisions of the constitution in relation thereto          7 

                  shall become law unless the majority of the electors        8 

                  voting in the State approve of the proposalor.'             9 

                  So what they've basically done is they've hoodwinked       10 

                  the whole of Australia in 1985 by omitting those - all     11 

                  the referendums, it was bound by s.128 but it was also     12 

                  bound by - most importantly - well 128, but the two        13 

                  State omitted both of their referendums.  South            14 

                  Australia didn't have a referendum and we were tied to     15 

                  s.128, but it went through.                                16 

                      Now we can look at the office of the current           17 

                  governor in South Australia.  That's the writ for the      18 

                  election there.  You can see if there's no referendum      19 

                  for the Australia Act then every election writ since       20 

                  1986 is fraudulent because the governor's been removed     21 

                  and they haven't told the population, they haven't told    22 

                  the elector.  So I've just handed up the writ for the      23 

                  election.                                                  24 

                      Now this was issued by Charles John Sherry the         25 

                  Electoral Commissioner for South Australia.  Now he's      26 

                  using the royal coat of arms - so he's issuing the writ    27 

                  for an election under the royal coat of arms but he's      28 

                  sitting - if you look at the next page - under the seal    29 

                  of the government house that no-one's voted for, no-one    30 

                  voted for that because that there, if you have a look      31 

                  at the State's legislation  Legislative power of the       32 

                  State 'The parliament of -' and no-one voted for this,     33 

                  no-one:                                                    34 

                  'The parliament of South Australia is entitled to          35 

                  legislate on any matter for the peace welfare and good     36 

                  governance of the people of the State of South             37 

                  Australia.  There is no principle of separation of         38 
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                  powers in the State's constitution, nor is the State's      1 

                  legislative powers subject to a requirement to preserve     2 

                  fundamental human rights.'                                  3 

                  And that's what the Australia Act gives us.  And I can      4 

                  refer to comments in the Marquet matter where Kirby and     5 

                  quite a few of others in there say that this is for the     6 

                  peace and welfare of the people who made the Act,           7 

                  because it is, because they didn't the electors.            8 

                      So we're missing 128, we're missing s.128               9 

                  referendum, that was bypassed.  So if we go to the next    10 

                  page of that writ for the election I've just attached      11 

                  the referendum results there and I've got them in a        12 

                  couple of the other documents because this represents      13 

                  basically fraud on the elector and fraud on the court.     14 

                  I'm not sure how many judges know about this but I         15 

                  would assume a few, and I would assume that some don't.    16 

                      However, if we look at the referendum results          17 

                  there's no referendum anywhere for any of this stuff.      18 

                  We look at 1986, no referendum, 1985, no referendum,       19 

                  nothing.  But what happened is is when we got to the       20 

                  referendum of 1999 and it wasn't carried - if we go        21 

                  down to:                                                   22 

                  'To alter the constitution ... Commonwealth of             23 

                  Australia to enable the queen and governor being           24 

                  replaced by the present -'                                 25 

                  Wasn't carried.  So what that did is that nullified the    26 

                  Australia Act there and then as well because it - I        27 

                  suppose they tried to fix it.  But before they had that    28 

                  referendum they actually ran what's called Sue v Hill      29 

                  which made and established the United Kingdom a foreign    30 

                  power.  That was a private prosecution and it didn't       31 

                  bring in the 1688 bill of rights or the Act of 1700 for    32 

                  which comes in under the parliamentary provisions of       33 

                  s.49 of the constitution.                                  34 

                      If they're going to say that look, a bill of           35 

                  rights doesn't matter, or that we don't have that thing    36 

                  any more, then they can't use it to mention paedophiles    37 

                  in parliament house because that's what they're using      38 
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                  to say it.  So if you're going to say that then you         1 

                  can't have it both ways because it's there, it's all        2 

                  there for you black and white, we only have to read the     3 

                  bill of rights and the Act of Settlement, because the       4 

                  Act of Settlement actually nullifies all popple and         5 

                  Catholicism within the rule or - for them to work under     6 

                  the Crown.  Because that's what the bill of rights was,     7 

                  was to get rid of them because they were just - they        8 

                  were causing too many problems in society, the same         9 

                  problems we've got today your Honour.                      10 

                      So we know now that the Australia Act's had no         11 

                  referendum whatsoever, not at s.128.  The Western          12 

                  Australian constitution was omitted and the Queensland     13 

                  double entrenched constitution's omitted.  So I'm          14 

                  really not quite sure where - how the government can       15 

                  even respond to this because it's a total fraud.  It's     16 

                  a total, total fraud on everyone.                          17 

                      Are we pretty clear on Queensland - did you want       18 

                  to have a look at Queensland s.53 is that - would you      19 

                  like -                                                     20 

              HER HONOUR:        That's a matter for you if you think it's   21 

                  important to bring it to my attention then that's for      22 

                  you to decide.                                             23 

              MR HAUGHTON:       Yes, assure okay, so can we go to p.4 of    24 

                  the affidavit and we'll run through why Queensland - my    25 

                  apologies, sorry - p.3 s.13 referendum entrenched, p.3     26 

                  of the affidavit.                                          27 

              HER HONOUR:        Yes thank you.                              28 

              MR HAUGHTON:       So the Australia Act ... 1985, s.13         29 

                  amendment of the can Constitution Act of Queensland,       30 

                  s.13:                                                      31 

                  'The Constitution Act of 1967 and 1978 of the State of     32 

                  Queensland in this section referred to as the principal    33 

                  Act.  Two, s.11(a) of the principal Act is amended in      34 

                  sub-s.(3) by omitting from para.(a)(1) and signet, and     35 

                  two, constituted under the letters the patent under the    36 

                  great seal of the United Kingdom and by omitting from      37 

                  para.(b)and signet.  And two, whatever so long as the      38 
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                  office is vacant the governor is incapable of               1 

                  discharging the duties of administration as he's            2 

                  departed from Queensland.  And s.11(b) of the principal     3 

                  Act is amended by omitting governor to conform to           4 

                  instructions and by substituting definition of royal        5 

                  sign manual.'                                               6 

              CONTINUED                                                       7 
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                  So the governor's kicked out the Queen, substituted         1 

                  himself without a referendum, that's in one State, and      2 

                  these people are doing it in both States.  Like, are        3 

                  they all in cahoots with each other and not telling us?     4 

                  It certainly looks like that.                               5 

                      So, we will run through - if we can go to p.4 and we    6 

                  will follow on through, so:                                 7 

                  'By omitting s.1 and by omitting s.2 "this section and      8 

                  in" and; "and the expression 'signet' means the seal        9 

                  commonly used for the signed manual of the Sovereign or    10 

                  the seal with which documents are sealed by the            11 

                  Secretary of the State in the United Kingdom on behalf     12 

                  of the Sovereign".'                                        13 

                      I mean, how do they do that to the whole country       14 

                  without asking us?  Because what they did is they          15 

                  basically took the whole of the nation, and this is why    16 

                  this country's buggered today, is because they took the    17 

                  whole nation and gave it to themselves and then started    18 

                  administrating us without a referendum.  And so, that's    19 

                  for a profit for the firm, so they basically get their     20 

                  wages before we get any infrastructure or anything.        21 

                  They are throwing out money at the moment but none for     22 

                  infrastructure, all for just tourism stuff and there is    23 

                  no industry left here, everything is gone because they     24 

                  have sold it off and put it in all their pockets and       25 

                  paid themselves, and it can be no other way because if     26 

                  they have got two governors kicking the Queen out,         27 

                  changing the whole constitution and affecting the powers   28 

                  of that State and its constitution, and no-one is saying   29 

                  anything.                                                  30 

                      I mean, I've run this case to a few judges in this     31 

                  court and there's been a number of them that have          32 

                  concealed it which I have criminally charged and we        33 

                  won't stop criminally charging the judges until they       34 

                  basically either send it to the Full Court or Supreme      35 

                  Court of Victoria, because it can't go to the High Court   36 

                  because they have all been criminally charged.  There is   37 

                  54 defendants before the Full Court of the Supreme         38 
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                  Court, but we will go into that a little bit more in        1 

                  depth later.                                                2 

                      So I just really wanted to try and run through this     3 

                  Australia Act so we know that this thing is, it's a         4 

                  flop, and it's a con, and it's a fraud, and it's very       5 

                  sad because there is a lot of people in bad positions       6 

                  because of it.                                              7 

                      Okay, so, I think we are finished with the Australia    8 

                  Act side of things.  We know that the governors in the      9 

                  both States have substituted themselves without the        10 

                  elect and that nullifies the whole of the Australia Act.   11 

                      Now, I'm going to get into some more, you wouldn't     12 

                  believe it, but more serious stuff because it is way       13 

                  more serious, but it's an implication of those things      14 

                  that have taken place.  And we know that this is           15 

                  happening around the place because I will just hand this   16 

                  one up here, this is a police officer's statement, a       17 

                  recent one.  He knows what's going on, but he is           18 

                  trapped, like everyone, unfortunately, trapped in wages,   19 

                  trapped in mortgages, trapped in everything, trapped by    20 

                  his fellow men that he relies on to be his partners.       21 

                  But, unfortunately, for us in the community the people     22 

                  we need to trust and the people we call for help are the   23 

                  ones that are coming to harm us and I can prove that       24 

                  unequivocally because there is quite a number of           25 

                  military people that have come back and they have all      26 

                  worked out that it's a scam, not valid, however way you    27 

                  want to put it, allegedly a scam or whatever, but they     28 

                  all get put in mental institutions for a week, injected    29 

                  and stuff, and that's actually what happened to me.        30 

                  Because I had the terrorism squad come down to my place    31 

                  and take me away two days before a court case and try to   32 

                  put me into the - but what happened with them is that      33 

                  they, after being beaten and injected by certain drugs,    34 

                  and we are talking about the Commissioner of Police,       35 

                  Grant Stevens and we are talking about, I'm not quite      36 

                  sure what position he holds, but Steven Denton who is      37 

                  one lower than him, and Greg Charlton and Michael          38 
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                  Holmes, they came to my place at gun point in front of      1 

                  people and my business where I've run a landfill for        2 

                  20 years in Lonsdale and took me away for self-harm, but    3 

                  that's what they are doing to the military people too.      4 

                  They took me away for self-harm and I got beaten up         5 

                  really badly, and I'm an insulin-dependent diabetic.        6 

                      So, as soon as I was seeing the first psychologist      7 

                  and they seen the letters coming from Judge Dart and a      8 

                  couple of the other judges on my phone, then they           9 

                  nullified it straightaway.  So but the problem is like     10 

                  me and all the others I've been kidnapped, bashed,         11 

                  beaten up by five blokes, injected with foreign drugs,     12 

                  had my insulin taken off me by criminal police officers    13 

                  and they never charge you and they never do anything       14 

                  after that.  I mean, how is this possible that we can      15 

                  let this happen to our people and we are trying to turn    16 

                  to the judges and this sort of thing to say, 'Look, we     17 

                  need help' but we are getting harmed, the more we turn     18 

                  to the people we want for help the more we get harmed,     19 

                  and everybody is scared.  Like, in Lonsdale, the people    20 

                  that came around and viewed that happen have actually      21 

                  told everybody up there, they are actually terrified       22 

                  that the police can come around, take a person from        23 

                  their business while they are operating it, I had 10       24 

                  people or something working there coming in and out of     25 

                  the day, and then the mental health write a report         26 

                  saying that I've got a drug lab there, it was just         27 

                  outrageous, I didn't bring that in today, and said that    28 

                  I'm armed and write all this stuff there.  I mean, it's    29 

                  just, it's such a big fraud, and they're just trying to    30 

                  conceal and protect the fraud.  I have tried to ring       31 

                  those detectives and that probably a hundred times to      32 

                  say, look, I'm trying to show you all this stuff.          33 

                      Now, what I did is I had to criminally charge the      34 

                  judges, three judges, and that's Kourakis CJ, Lovell and   35 

                  I can't remember the other one's name, but anyway, and I   36 

                  gave if to the Commissioner of Police.  Now, he's done     37 

                  nothing and these criminal charges are outlined in that    38 
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                  because I've learnt how to do private prosecutions and      1 

                  can I just hand that up to your Honour.                     2 

                      These three judges have perverted the course of         3 

                  justice, running court cases without the defendant or       4 

                  the plaintiff there and tell you it's usual behaviour.      5 

                      I mean, now, this was stamped by the Commissioner of    6 

                  Police and my apologies, I've printed the wrong - I do      7 

                  have a stamped copy, my apologies, but I gave it to the     8 

                  Commissioner of Police and he's done nothing with it.       9 

                  So we can't trust the people who we run to for help        10 

                  because in this document here, if we go to the back of     11 

                  it, there's a forensic examination - this is how bad the   12 

                  justices are in this country.  I gave him a forensic       13 

                  examination document, the court, and they said it's not    14 

                  fraud but it's been done by a police officer.  So the      15 

                  courts are telling the police officer that fraud is not    16 

                  fraud.  Fraud vitiates everything, like in this court      17 

                  today.                                                     18 

                      I can't see how you can make a decision because if     19 

                  the High Court, they are all being criminally charged,     20 

                  they put new judges in and then they have now all been     21 

                  criminally charged and I have the charge sheets with me    22 

                  and we've got the 54 defendants still sitting at the       23 

                  Full Court of the Supreme Court being concealed by         24 

                  Chris Maxwell for, like, eight years or 10 years,          25 

                  perverting the course of justice.                          26 

                      Now, the reason for those criminal charges - my        27 

                  apologies, we will go back to the police document          28 

                  because I wanted to read out what this police officer      29 

                  said.  It's saying:                                        30 

                  'Having refreshed my knowledge of article 2 of the         31 

                  Geneva Convention and taking into account the actions of   32 

                  the unelected government of 1975 -'                        33 

                  That was Whitlam's era because there were a number of      34 

                  fraudulent things that happened along the way and it's     35 

                  all Fabian Socialist agenda:                               36 

                  ' - in regards to the bloodless coup d'etat undertaken     37 

                  in Canberra on November 11, 1 a.m. -'                      38 
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                  I think it says:                                            1 

                  ' -  11 a.m., Monday, of the role - in the armed            2 

                  occupier of these lands - and my armed role as an           3 

                  occupier of these lands.  My position as an agent of the    4 

                  Crown is juxtaposed with my role as an armed occupier.      5 

                  Clearly under the Geneva Convention I am at war with my     6 

                  own government, the Crown and myself.  I potentially        7 

                  await the arrival of agents from a foreign land as they     8 

                  arrive to extradite me to an international court,           9 

                  possibly to The Hague, where I may be held for my -        10 

                  accountable for my actions.'                               11 
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                  This is from a police officer.  We want to fix the          1 

                  place.                                                      2 

                      So let's please move onto the reason why the 54         3 

                  defendants were charged between the period of 2001          4 

                  through to the period 2010 all being concealed.  So         5 

                  this is the Act Amendment Courts and Legal Practice Act     6 

                  enacted 1 January 2004.  It's another one of those Acts     7 

                  that it omitted s.73(2) and its six conditions.  In         8 

                  doing this and we'll just go to the second page and         9 

                  have a look at who enacted it.  It says p.3 on the         10 

                  bottom but it's actually the second page in.               11 

                      If we have a look at who enacted it it's Murray        12 

                  Sanderson and McGinty Attorney-General because             13 

                  Mr McGinty when he passed this Act and we'll go into       14 

                  that later he's only an article clerk representing and     15 

                  it's in the Hansards.  He's an article clerk that's        16 

                  removed the Crown from Western Australia without a         17 

                  referendum.  So what that means is that the Crown has      18 

                  been removed over there and it's 61 amendments.  So        19 

                  we'll just travel through here a little bit because        20 

                  it's quite deadly because it's a breach of allegiance      21 

                  and not only that because in the Act it says, in a         22 

                  couple of sections it says it's been done in written       23 

                  agreement with the commonwealth.  So if it's been done     24 

                  in written agreement with the commonwealth and the         25 

                  electors aren't being told then every election writ        26 

                  since 2004 is now fraudulent every single one because      27 

                  the Crown has been removed there.                          28 

                      We can go through the 61 amendments because one        29 

                  of these amendments alters the ensigns and when you        30 

                  alter the ensigns of a ship it's an act of war and         31 

                  they've changed it over there without asking the           32 

                  elector but yet calling an election writ in conjunction    33 

                  with all the other premiers knowing about it but we        34 

                  don't know about it.  That's why they're calling           35 

                  Western Australia now the United States of Western         36 

                  Australia.  It's been in the paper over there that         37 

                  that's all been done without the electors' consent or      38 
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                  knowledge and obviously we've got a government that's       1 

                  running executive assembly, legislative assembly,           2 

                  judiciary and the elector down the bottom.  That's a        3 

                  dictatorship.  That's not how it's supposed to be.          4 

                      You go to the Acts Amendments about the Crown,          5 

                  part 8, it's on the second page in.  We can see the         6 

                  amount of delusions Crown 42, Her Majesty seven, royal      7 

                  arms one, subjects one, Our Sovereign Lady the Queen        8 

                  Elizabeth the Second, heirs and successors five,            9 

                  counsel for the Crown four and Queen one all done          10 

                  without any representation.                                11 

                      Now if you just follow through the next page it        12 

                  does say p.4 but I think it's - yes, it is p.4 and         13 

                  we've got a picture of the Governor-General John           14 

                  Sanderson, the one who substituted himself.  That's a      15 

                  picture of him wearing his Knights of St John of           16 

                  Jerusalem military gear.  So he has allegedly an oath      17 

                  of conceal and never reveal because there's two parts      18 

                  to the Knights of St John of Jerusalem which is            19 

                  basically they've got the Hospitaller section which is     20 

                  the St Johns Ambulance but as far as I can work it out     21 

                  they've also taken over the militaria and he's full-       22 

                  blown military booting the governor out without the        23 

                  elector knowing about it.  The elector seems to think      24 

                  that the Queen is still here because we've got juries      25 

                  coming in here swearing under allegiance to the Queen.     26 

                  We've got everybody swearing allegiance in all the         27 

                  states but no one knows.  It's one big fat fraud           28 

                  because they can't call an election writ with the Crown    29 

                  removed in one of the states otherwise - well, it's        30 

                  not, it's fraud, election writ fraud right back to 2004    31 

                  and then way back to 1985 starting at the Requests Act     32 

                  and no referendum and then further enacting an Act         33 

                  without the consent of the House of Lords and House of     34 

                  Commons.  So if we go to the next page we've got Wayne     35 

                  Stewart.  He was the Chief Justice of Western Australia    36 

                  who did it also.  So he's a criminal.  He knows that       37 

                  it's supposed to go to the electors but they're doing      38 
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                  it.  How does he remove the Crown from Western              1 

                  Australia?  Anyway we'll move on.  I don't know how         2 

                  these people do these things and sleep at night time.       3 

                      Can we travel through to p.9 of that document,          4 

                  part 8 amendments about the Crown and we just run           5 

                  through.  So we look at s.121(3) deleting the Crown,        6 

                  sub-s.(4) deleting the Crown and inserting 'state',         7 

                  state not Crown.  Now if we go to also and this is          8 

                  where it gets tricky because in s.121(4) it says insert     9 

                  state or commonwealth.  So it's saying state or            10 

                  commonwealth.  I suppose which commonwealth and who's      11 

                  voting for it?  Did it go to s.128 of the Constitution.    12 

                  No, it didn't.  It was omitted.  So this is all being      13 

                  done behind closed doors and we don't know about it.       14 

                      So if we can travel down to s.122, the                 15 

                  Children's Court of Western Australia, deleting Crown      16 

                  and inserting state.  That's removing everybody's human    17 

                  rights and the children's human rights because it          18 

                  bypasses the Magna Carta, the habeas corpus and all        19 

                  those other things and 122(3) by deleting the Crown,       20 

                  sub-s.(4) deleting the Crown and inserting 'state',        21 

                  122(5) and (6) insert 'the State of Western Australia'     22 

                  removing the Crown.                                        23 

                      The Criminal Code amended s.123, deleting the          24 

                  Crown and inserting 'prosecutor' as a private business     25 

                  or whatever it is.  Section 5A(3) deleting the Crown in    26 

                  the two places where it occurs 'state' and inserting       27 

                  'in said state'.  Section S.84(14) is amended by           28 

                  deleting 'Her Majesty' and inserting instead 'the          29 

                  State'.  Section 609 is amended by deleting the Crown      30 

                  and inserting 'state or the commonwealth'.  So they've     31 

                  done it in written agreement and so all the election       32 

                  writs are fraudulent.  Sub-section (5) the same thing      33 

                  again.  Section 628 is amended as follows deleting         34 

                  Crown inserting 'prosecutor', (b) deleting Crown, state    35 

                  or commonwealth as the case may be, sub-s.(7) state or     36 

                  the commonwealth as the case may be.                       37 

                                                                             38 
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                      I reckon there's at least 10 criminal charges of        1 

                  treason in there for anybody who's hearing any matter       2 

                  anywhere in this country because every one of these         3 

                  deletions is treason and the element for treason is         4 

                  R v Casement (1917) K.B. 114 the judges in there said       5 

                  breach of all allegiance is treason.  So every one of       6 

                  these deletions is treason.  We go into the Justices Act    7 

                  at s.128, s.154A amended by deleting 'the Crown' in two     8 

                  places where it occurs, insert 'state'.  S.154 deleting     9 

                  'Crown' insert 'state'.  Section 129(3) amended by the     10 

                  definition of minister by deleting 'Crown' and inserting   11 

                  'state'.  It wiped out the whole Crown because they've     12 

                  deleted - the Governor has booted her out, booted her      13 

                  out, straight out.                                         14 

                      Now we go to s.130 on p.16, sub-s.(4), section 15(1)   15 

                  is amended by deleting 'Royal arms' and inserting          16 

                  instead 'A ... bearings of the state'.  That's your act    17 

                  of war.                                                    18 

                      We can go to the next - this is just another run       19 

                  over the Hansards or the Western Australian Acts           20 

                  Amendment Constitutional Bill where Sir Charles Court      21 

                  put it over there 1978, so they can't do this but          22 

                  they're just ignoring it, they're just ignoring the        23 

                  electors and they did it in 1985, 1986 and 2004 was the    24 

                  end of it because when you look at s.6 in the Australian   25 

                  act, s.6 in the Australian act:                            26 

                  'Manner and form of making certain state laws              27 

                  notwithstanding ss.2 and 3 too above, a law made after     28 

                  the commencement of this act by the parliament of the      29 

                  state respecting the constitution, powers or procedures    30 

                  of the parliament of the state shall be of no force or     31 

                  effect unless it is made in such manner and form as may    32 

                  from time to time be required by a law made by that        33 

                  parliament, whether made before or after the               34 

                  commencement of this act.                                  35 

                      So that acts amendment and repeal courts and Legal     36 

                  Practices Act affected the constitution and the powers     37 

                  of the constitution and the Governor-General.              38 
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                      We can have a look and make sure there's no             1 

                  referendum for this stuff, so in 2004 we go to the          2 

                  referendum sheet, if we can, in the first exhibit and we    3 

                  can see that there's nothing because there's been no        4 

                  referendums, they're all plebiscites under the foreign      5 

                  government, a political subdivision that we didn't vote     6 

                  in.  So that's the criminal act emanating out of Western    7 

                  Australia that makes this, on round 2, basically every      8 

                  election, fraudulent.                                       9 

                      I just want to hand up - these are the current         10 

                  criminal charge sheets for the 54 defendants.  So all      11 

                  these people have been concealing treason, charged with    12 

                  it and they're all being concealed in the Full Court of    13 

                  the Supreme Court of Victoria, even the High Court         14 

                  judge - charges, but how can they hear a case against      15 

                  all the other people when they're not telling the people   16 

                  that they're criminally charged?  It's not being bought    17 

                  to court, the documents - quite a few of the documents     18 

                  are stamped and filed and have file numbers.  Some of      19 

                  them don't because they get rejected like my ones do       20 

                  when I go in there and say 'Look, this is what you've      21 

                  done' they don't get it and they basically just tell you   22 

                  to get out, sort of thing.                                 23 

                      They're just ignoring the facts because we're          24 

                  putting the facts on the table that the Crown's being      25 

                  removed, but people are getting beaten up in this          26 

                  country when you say it.  When you tell the truth, you     27 

                  get a hiding in this country and that's fact because it    28 

                  took me six months to get over my hiding and I couldn't    29 

                  walk properly.  They took me away for apparently           30 

                  self-harm and there was nothing wrong with me, I was       31 

                  putting in a transmission that day and I can't walk for    32 

                  six months and they take my insulin off me.  There's       33 

                  something wrong with these people.  What sort of           34 

                  person - and they're doing it to everyone.  You can walk   35 

                  outside, they're all scared, they're all scared and        36 

                  they're all operating on fear and they shouldn't be        37 

                  because they know that the policeman's going to come and   38 
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                  protect the fake law with the gun and you try and tell      1 

                  the police officer and they just say 'No, we don't read     2 

                  that stuff, you'll have to take it somewhere higher', so    3 

                  you get chucked in the back of the dibby wagon or           4 

                  whatever happens to you.                                    5 

                      So we know that the manner and form once again did      6 

                  not comply with removing any of the Crown in the            7 

                  61 times.                                                   8 

                      I wanted to run through now - because we'll run         9 

                  through the criminal stuff, but I just wanted to draw a    10 

                  bit of a picture, we'll run through Mr Atkinson's          11 

                  criminal charges stamped and filed and never heard.        12 

                  What's happened is that every Attorney-General after       13 

                  this charge here inherits that charge, but when you go     14 

                  and lay the charge, because they don't know or you want    15 

                  to discuss it or you want to try and get it to the         16 

                  forefront so there can be some sort of Amnesty, anything   17 

                  to fix this thing up, the cops come in with the guns.      18 

                  So I just put that there.  That's Attorney-General         19 

                  Michael Atkinson, so basically the current                 20 

                  Attorney-General at the moment Vickie Chapman, she's       21 

                  inherited these charges.  She can't get out of them,       22 

                  they're not hers.  But these are filed and the file        23 

                  number is 999706 and we can open up and we can look at     24 

                  the charge sheet and we can see the file number it's       25 

                  dated 17 November 2006, but it's never been heard          26 

                  because Mr Chris Maxwell and Mr Roberts Hulls who we'll    27 

                  get to later, which we're going to get to some really      28 

                  bad criminal stuff here shortly because we're going to     29 

                  see that these Attorney-Generals are changing the          30 

                  Criminal Procedure Act to protect the 52 defendants        31 

                  eight years later and they are charged.                    32 

              HER HONOUR:        Mr Houghton, can I just interrupt you for   33 

                  a moment?  I'm just conscious of the time.  We only have   34 

                  the morning set aside today.                               35 

              MR HAUGHTON:       Okay.                                       36 

              HER HONOUR:        So we've got until 1 o'clock.  I have       37 

                  another matter listed at 2.15.                             38 
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              MR HAUGHTON:       Sure.                                        1 

              HER HONOUR:        So I can't sit through the afternoon.  I     2 

                  did need to make sure that Mr Douglas has time to make      3 

                  his submissions.                                            4 
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                  I might just check how long he thinks he needs and then     1 

                  that will let you know how long you have got this           2 

                  morning.                                                    3 

              MR HAUGHTON:       The court will give me under the law as      4 

                  long as I need to run the case; I can't be cut short of     5 

                  the evidence, so if you don't have time we need to          6 

                  adjourn, because even in the end if you make a              7 

                  decision, it's criminal.                                    8 

              HER HONOUR:        Let me just finish.  I am going to ask Mr    9 

                  Douglas how much time he needs and then we will take it    10 

                  from there, all right?                                     11 

              MR HAUGHTON:       Yes.  Well I've probably still got another  12 

                  - just to let you know - probably at least another hour    13 

                  and a half or two hours of criminal charges, the           14 

                  element of treason and all the concealed charges - Mr      15 

                  Hulls removing the grand jury right from the people,       16 

                  but he's a criminal defendant, so that needs to be run.    17 

              HER HONOUR:        Mr Douglas, how long do you think you need  18 

                  this morning?                                              19 

              MR DOUGLAS:        I would expect that I will need no more     20 

                  than 10-20 minutes.                                        21 

              HER HONOUR:        All right.  So, if I were to allow Mr       22 

                  Haughton to go on to about 20 past 12, 12.30, would        23 

                  that suit you?                                             24 

              MR DOUGLAS:        Yes, and undoubtedly in my submission you   25 

                  have got the ability to impose those reasonable            26 

                  constraints on an argument.                                27 

              HER HONOUR:        Yes, thank you.                             28 

                      Mr Haughton, under the rules of the court I do         29 

                  have the power to limit the amount of time that a side     30 

                  makes in their submissions.                                31 

              MR HAUGHTON:       Sure.                                       32 

              HER HONOUR:        So I am going to give you until about 20    33 

                  past 12 to make your submissions.                          34 

              MR HAUGHTON:       Okay.  What time would it be now?           35 

              HER HONOUR:        It is 20 past 11.                           36 

              MR HAUGHTON:       Okay then, yes.                             37 

              HER HONOUR:        At 20 past 12 though I will stop you and I  38 
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                  will ask Mr Douglas to make his submissions, and that       1 

                  will give you time to reply to the submissions made by      2 

                  Mr Douglas.                                                 3 

              MR HAUGHTON:       Thank you kindly, we should be able to get   4 

                  through it by then I hope.                                  5 

                      So we've got the Attorney-General charges that          6 

                  have never been heard, so every person that has             7 

                  inherited his job has inherited treason, because they       8 

                  are concealing it - they know, they're trained              9 

                  solicitors, except for Mr McGinty because he didn't        10 

                  have his - he only had - he was only a law clerk but       11 

                  yet he is acting as Attorney-General changing the laws     12 

                  of this nation.  So we have the Michael Atkinson,          13 

                  Attorney-General charges for South Australia, stamped,     14 

                  filed and never heard.                                     15 

                      Now I would like to move on to Robert Hulls, the       16 

                  Attorney-General who removed that grand jury right.        17 

              DOCUMENT HANDED TO HER HONOUR                                  18 

                  So, if we can just go to the first page of that            19 

                  document, so this is the first grand jury application      20 

                  for Mr Hulls, because he was concealing all the other      21 

                  charges - it's stamped and filed 26 February 2006 -        22 

                  this is another Attorney-General and there's about 10      23 

                  of them charged here and they are all being concealed,     24 

                  not heard.  So, if we can go to the next page and we'll    25 

                  read out the charge:                                       26 

                  'Honourable Rob Justin Hulls, Attorney-General of          27 

                  Victoria: The defendant since 1 January 2004 up to and     28 

                  inclusive of the present date has concealed from the       29 

                  people and the electors of the Commonwealth of             30 

                  Australia the primary act of treason when the act          31 

                  titled Acts Amendment and Repeal (Courts and Legal         32 

                  Practice) Act 2003 (WA) was enacted 1 January 2004 at      33 

                  Perth, Western Australia, the hidden purpose of such       34 

                  acts was to unlawfully and illegally remove Her Majesty    35 

                  Queen Elizabeth II, such an act was and remains a total    36 

                  breach of the oath of allegiance in addition to breach     37 

                  of oath of office.'                                        38 
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                  Now that's never been heard, that charge, we have got       1 

                  fraud on the court.  This was filed and registered on       2 

                  the sixth.  Now, we are going to travel along and have      3 

                  a look at the perversions of justice here that the          4 

                  Attorney-General did, because this can't be anything        5 

                  else.  So if we go to the next page, it actually says       6 

                  1069, I'm sorry, but it's p.3, it's the 16th:               7 

                  'The Supreme Court of Victoria in the Court of Appeal       8 

                  Branch or 16 December 2007.'                                9 

                  And it's a grand jury application against Mr Hulls.  If    10 

                  we go to the next page, now we've got an affidavit on      11 

                  Mr Hulls, Julia Gillard, 'cos Mrs Gillard has been         12 

                  charged and she is now in control of the NDIS health       13 

                  fund, but she never swore an allegiance when she took      14 

                  oath of office - they must've told her to refuse it,       15 

                  because she didn't swear it.  So we've got Julia           16 

                  Gilliard, Hulls, Damian - but none of this stuff has       17 

                  been heard, all just sitting there, still hovering,        18 

                  being concealed by the High Court judges.  The High        19 

                  Court judges have looked at some of it and said 'We'll     20 

                  only hear that ex parte, and it's been going back and      21 

                  forth, back and forth, but the problem is they can't       22 

                  hear it anyway and they can't stop it because they are     23 

                  outside the ambit of a Chapter 3 court when the Crown      24 

                  is removed - they can't do anything with it.  That's       25 

                  the position the political parties have put everybody      26 

                  in and the judges are agreeing with it 'cos they're        27 

                  just still concealing it.  How long are they going to      28 

                  conceal it for?  So if we can go to the other Robert       29 

                  Hulls document and we can go to the list of all the        30 

                  defendants, and there's quite a few of them, I won't       31 

                  list them here - hang on, here they are.  The current      32 

                  people still pending grand jury are Mr John Winneke,       33 

                  President of the Full Court of Appeal, Victoria, Mr        34 

                  Brooking, Judge, Court of appeal, Victoria, Mr Charles,    35 

                  Judge of Court of Appeal, Victoria, Mr Buchanan, Judge,    36 

                  Court of Appeal, Victoria, Mr Chernov, Judge, Court of     37 

                  Appeal, Victoria, Mr Charles Wheeler, former Master of     38 
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                  the Supreme Court Victoria, two applications, Mr Paul       1 

                  Coglan, former Director of Public Prosecutions,             2 

                  Victoria, currently a judge of the Victorian Supreme        3 

                  Court, Mr Philip Kane, Register of Appeal Court, Mr         4 

                  Damian Budd, Director of Public Prosecutions,               5 

                  Commonwealth, Mr David Ward, CEO ANZ Trustees, Mr Jamie     6 

                  Rutherford, Director/Partner Andrews Lawyers, Geelong,      7 

                  Mr Edwin Evans, Master of the Supreme Court, Mr Thomas      8 

                  Smith, Judge, Supreme Court Victoria, Kathryn King,         9 

                  Master of the Supreme Court, Victoria, Mr M. Kirby,        10 

                  former High Court Judge of Australia, Mr Ian Callaghan,    11 

                  former judge High Court of Australia, Mr James McGinty,    12 

                  former Attorney-General of Australia, John Howard,         13 

                  former Prime Minister - all charges pending, waiting to    14 

                  be heard, concealed from the whole of Australia, 52        15 

                  people.                                                    16 
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                  Kim Beazley, former Leader of the Opposition; Michael       1 

                  Jeffery, former Governor-General of the Commonwealth,       2 

                  Philip Ruddock, former Attorney-General; Sydney James       3 

                  Stirling, Attorney-General, Northern Territory; Michael     4 

                  Atkinson, Attorney-General, South Australia; Kerry          5 

                  Shine, former Attorney-General, Queensland; Rob Justin      6 

                  Hulls, current Attorney-General of Victoria; Simon          7 

                  Corbell, Attorney-General, ACT; Steve Kons,                 8 

                  Attorney-General, Tasmania; Robert John Debus,              9 

                  Attorney-General, New South Wales and they just keep       10 

                  rotating these people from States to States like I've      11 

                  worked out with the judges here.  They're just going       12 

                  around and we know that a few of them have got criminal    13 

                  charges pending or they've somehow done things to say      14 

                  that the decision was biased because they're very clever   15 

                  within the judicial system, but we know that they've had   16 

                  criminal offences.  They're there for everybody to see     17 

                  on the internet, but they get biased and get it chucked    18 

                  out and then now they're administrating other people's     19 

                  cases, but really they're just criminals.  Christine Ann   20 

                  Wheeler; Wayne Stewart Martin, Supreme Court, Chief        21 

                  Justice of Western Australia; Christine Ann Wheeler,       22 

                  Supreme Court, Western Australia; Christopher Dave         23 

                  Steytler, Supreme Court, Western Australia; Christopher    24 

                  James Lonsdale Pullin, Supreme Court, Western Australia;   25 

                  John Ruddock McInerney, Supreme Court, Western             26 

                  Australia; Michael John Buss, Supreme Court, Western       27 

                  Australia; Corryn Rayney.  Now Corryn Rayney did the       28 

                  cost order on one of Mr Shaw's cases and she ended up      29 

                  murdered in the park across the road from where they       30 

                  live.  There's been three trials there on that and each    31 

                  time the husband's been left off because Corryn Rayney     32 

                  was buried across the road in full camera view.  They      33 

                  used a backhoe, but there's no camera and she was buried   34 

                  upsidedown because she questioned the cost orders          35 

                  because when she saw the cost orders, she knew the court   36 

                  had no jurisdiction whatsoever.  Well, we assume           37 

                  allegedly, but there's something happening there because   38 
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                  she got murdered when she found out and she worked          1 

                  within the system and that's been the same as a couple      2 

                  of things that I've had happen, not obviously to that       3 

                  depth at all, but people I've mentioned things to within    4 

                  the Supreme Court when I'm in discussions about             5 

                  Freemasonry and next thing you know, they're not working    6 

                  there a week later because they go and ask a question       7 

                  because we've got - obviously we've got the building        8 

                  across the road named after a freemason, Sir Samuel Way,    9 

                  who was the chief of a secret society with an oath of      10 

                  conceal and never reveal.  It says 'Sir Samuel Way's       11 

                  way' on the building.  Shouldn't it be, you know, our      12 

                  lord, father, you know, and son Jesus Christ way, not      13 

                  'Sir Samuel Way's way' because Sir Samuel Way's way was    14 

                  all his decisions were turned over at federation.  So if   15 

                  all of his decisions were turned over at federation, why   16 

                  are they naming the building after him because monuments   17 

                  represent things so we've got to - it's just absurd so     18 

                  we'll go back to the criminal charges.  Robert Cock,       19 

                  Director of Public Prosecutions, Western Australia;        20 

                  Darren WL Renton, Commonwealth Department of               21 

                  Prosecutions ; Robert McKenzie Mitchell, State             22 

                  Solicitor's Office, Western Australia; John James          23 

                  Mansell Bowler, minister, mining, now independent;         24 

                  Mr James Maley, Grand Master W. Freemasons because the     25 

                  judges were charged with Freemasonry in Victoria, but      26 

                  they concealed it and we're going to go into that in a     27 

                  little bit in a minute and I'll demonstrate how that       28 

                  happened and what happened.  C. Randazzo, Melbourne        29 

                  Magistrates Court, stood down; Mr Ian Leslie Gray, Chief   30 

                  Magistrate, Court of Victoria; Mr Malcolm MacLeod,         31 

                  South-Western Christian Church, Werribee pastor because    32 

                  he's concealing everything from his people; Mr Max         33 

                  Bowers, Anglican Church, Werribee priest; John Dylan       34 

                  Hayden, justice, High Court; William Montague Charles      35 

                  Gummow, justice, High Court; Anthony Murray Gleeson,       36 

                  justice, High Court; Susan Maree Crennan, judge of the     37 

                  High Court; Kenneth Madison Hayne, High Court; Robert      38 
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                  Hulls, Attorney-General, Victoria; Julia Gillard,           1 

                  Werribee, Victoria, Dodd Street and judge, Court of         2 

                  Appeal, Neil J.  They're all pending grand jury and         3 

                  no-one's saying anything behind the - and Chris             4 

                  Maxwell's concealing it so we can only assume that for      5 

                  whatever reason this is happening, we don't know, but so    6 

                  we've got the Attorney-General who's intervened in the      7 

                  beginning in 2001.  So in 2001 it was discovered by all     8 

                  attorneys in general inclusive of the Supreme Court of      9 

                  Victoria that the above-mentioned judgment was still in    10 

                  legal position.  We're talking about here in 1889, we      11 

                  had six judges basically sitting - what made the           12 

                  decision Byrne v Armstrong, but Mr Hulls' turned that      13 

                  over.  He turned a six-judge decision over.  How did he    14 

                  do that?  So the six judges was four:two stating that      15 

                  the court had no discretionary power, but to order the     16 

                  sheriff to form a grand jury where the affidavit was       17 

                  supplied, revealed an indictable offence.  So that's       18 

                  what happened.  They were issuing an indictable offence    19 

                  and the Attorney-General was coming in and taking over     20 

                  the private prosecutions, not allowing the grand juries    21 

                  to happen and perverting the course of justice.  So in     22 

                  2001 the officers of the Supreme Court, working with the   23 

                  Attorney-General of Victoria, Mr Hulls, unlawfully         24 

                  overturned Byrne v Armstrong so as to pervert the grand    25 

                  jury hearing of the offences.  All officers involved are   26 

                  charged in relation to this particular - all officers      27 

                  involved have been charged in relation to this             28 

                  particular concealment.  So in October 2001 five judges    29 

                  of the Victorian Supreme Court heard grand jury            30 

                  application to refuse the application to form a grand      31 

                  jury under the accordance of s.354 of the Crimes Act       32 

                  1958, Victoria.  The concealment and perverting 2001:      33 

                  'In accordance with the condition found in s.78(b) of      34 

                  the Judiciary Act, 1903, Commonwealth, all                 35 

                  attorney-generals were notified prior to the hearing in    36 

                  2001.  The principal constitutional issue raised in the    37 

                  notice concerned that purported the validity of the        38 
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                  enactment ... of the 1975 Victorian Constitution Act        1 

                  based on the evident fact that the Victorian                2 

                  Constitution Act of 1885 was a United Kingdom Act and as    3 

                  such, the Victorian parliament would not have had the       4 

                  valid constitution or jurisdiction to purportedly repeal    5 

                  the United Kingdom Act of 1855 and enact the 1975           6 

                  Victorian Act.'                                             7 

                  Another thing that transpired, you know, with the           8 

                  foreign government takeover in 1975.  The stated            9 

                  governor of Victoria at the time was Henry Winneke, a      10 

                  Masonic member of the grand jury of the Grand Lodge,       11 

                  Freemasonry, Victoria with his son Michael, the            12 

                  associate of president John Winneke, son of Henry          13 

                  Winneke, both now deceased.  The grand jury                14 

                  applications.  Resulting from the constitutional notice,   15 

                  one Attorney-General did intervene to the hearing,         16 

                  Mr Rob Hulls, a State application and Attorney-General     17 

                  for the State of Victoria.  The real purpose of the        18 

                  intervention was to make the application after leave to    19 

                  appear was granted to have the established matter of       20 

                  Byrne v Armstrong, not 1889 overturned because the         21 

                  matter stated that the court has no discretionary power    22 

                  but to order a grand jury to be formed when the            23 

                  affidavit reveals an indictable offence.                   24 
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                  And you've got the common law grand jury charge sheet       1 

                  which was handed up.                                        2 

                      In 2007, there were another 12 defendants put before    3 

                  the Full Court by private prosecution.  Twelve              4 

                  defendants were presented to the above court on the date    5 

                  mentioned:                                                  6 

                  'No defendant was present in the court.  Public             7 

                  prosecutor made an application to take over, then           8 

                  declined to present.  Accordingly, the charges were         9 

                  withdrawn, except for grand jury.'                         10 

                      So the 12 presented were and remained on a common      11 

                  charge of misprision and treason.  So we've got the        12 

                  person charged, Mr Hulls, coming in and taking over his    13 

                  own case and everybody else's cases, Gillards and all      14 

                  those other 54 defendants that I mention there, to make    15 

                  Mr Shaw a vexatious litigant.  But what he did is that     16 

                  those criminal charges have never been heard and he        17 

                  followed on to make an application to the Victorian        18 

                  parliament to have the right for grand jury process        19 

                  overturned, but he's a criminal.                           20 

                      So you've got a criminal, a criminally charged         21 

                  person, it doesn't matter if later, but as the charges     22 

                  are still pending, he didn't disclose that to the          23 

                  Victorian parliament, then obviously went forward on and   24 

                  removed - if you go to the exhibit of Hulls again and      25 

                  I'll just point to the page, he removed the grand jury     26 

                  right, but if he was the criminal and then he brings it    27 

                  in and then he removes it, so if we can go to - it says    28 

                  p.134 but it's the following page, but it's the            29 

                  Victorian numbered acts, Criminal Procedure Act 2009,      30 

                  No.7/2009, s.253, abolition of grand jury procedure.       31 

                      So Mr Hulls introduced this with a criminal charge     32 

                  behind him to conceal all the other charges.  The          33 

                  abolition of a grand jury procedure:                       34 

                  'The common law procedure of calling a grand jury to       35 

                  determine on the evidence called by the applicant for a    36 

                  grand jury whether a person charged with an indictable     37 

                  offence ought to be put on trial before the ordinary       38 
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                  jury is abolished.'                                         1 

                  This is 2009.  The grand jury has been abolished by         2 

                  criminals, so no Australian can actually get - that's       3 

                  why no-one has been able to get that, because until you     4 

                  figure it out that the criminals did it and it's the        5 

                  only time you really work out where the mayhem is coming    6 

                  from.                                                       7 

                      If you can go to the next page there, it's the          8 

                  Criminal Procedures Act amendment consequential             9 

                  transitional bill, and we can see here that Mr Hulls       10 

                  brought it in there to get rid of his charges.             11 

                      We've got a criminally charged person concealing       12 

                  everybody else's crimes and when he gets charged,          13 

                  instead of having his charges heard and thrown out -       14 

                  well, he actually did do that, but not all of them - he    15 

                  changes the grand jury rights so we can't come back and    16 

                  do it, against the whole population of the country.  We    17 

                  can't have a grand jury right because of one criminal.     18 

                      So that's where we sit with Mr Hulls.  They are all    19 

                  criminally charged, still sitting in positions or not      20 

                  been disclosed to the public.                              21 

                      This is a jury that they had in Adelaide on 3 August   22 

                  2010.  It was a private jury and it was done in            23 

                  conjunction with Barry Court because Barry Court was in    24 

                  Western Australia.  He actually wanted to come over and    25 

                  turned up for it.                                          26 

                      It was basically a hearing to see if he was guilty     27 

                  of treason, but they did it all in conjunction with each   28 

                  other because things were happening he couldn't control,   29 

                  obviously.  One of those people was a Pastor Bill          30 

                  knight, Peter Daniels, Gerry Preuss, who was a             31 

                  barrister.  There's a number of people in here.            32 

                  Dr Robert Myles, he's a professor at law, they all         33 

                  convicted him.                                             34 

                      Here we've got 12 people that have turned up.  Was     35 

                  it 12?  I think it was nine.  Anyway, they all turned      36 

                  up.                                                        37 

                      If you go to the second page:                          38 
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                  'On behalf of Barry Court, President of the Liberal         1 

                  Party, I definitely cannot make it to the Tuesday           2 

                  meeting.  Thinking over the weekend of the political        3 

                  implications of the President of the Liberal Party being    4 

                  there right now.  You can understand the political          5 

                  reality of that and the third party can -', meaning me,     6 

                  '-  but not the Liberal Party at this stage, we have        7 

                  just to call it and let Tony Abbott make the race.'         8 

                      So basically at the end of it they heard everything.    9 

                  Basically he rang him up and said to him 'We found you     10 

                  guilty'.  Here's the letter.                               11 
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                  'Dear Barry -' because he asked the group, you know,        1 

                  because they're talking to each other, asked the group      2 

                  what - if they could let him know what the outcome was,     3 

                  and it says:                                                4 

                  'Dear Barry, I just wanted to give you a written            5 

                  briefing on the group meeting held in Adelaide on 3         6 

                  August 2010.  After considering decisions and               7 

                  examination of document evidence, in particular the         8 

                  overt Act out of Western Australia on January 1 2004, we    9 

                  are of the view and are fully persuaded that what is       10 

                  taking place in the Commonwealth of Australia, as per      11 

                  the brief of evidence you have in your possession, is      12 

                  illegal.                                                   13 

                      There exists a great danger to the peace, order and    14 

                  good government of the Commonwealth.  Should key           15 

                  Australian figures fail to address these issues prior to   16 

                  the reported election on 21 August 2010, then great        17 

                  peril exists on many fronts.  You are one such figure      18 

                  and we sincerely request that you address this matter as   19 

                  a matter of urgency.  Sincerely -' the people that heard   20 

                  the case, G. Daniels, Jerry, Brian, the whole lot of       21 

                  them.                                                      22 

                      So even small juries, private ones, are convicting     23 

                  people of treason.  But we can't get any cases heard in    24 

                  these courts here.  And these are lawyers and that that    25 

                  are fully involved in these cases, and know it.            26 

                      And here we got the election note - I hand that one    27 

                  up first - which would be fraudulent, because it cannot    28 

                  exist with the Crown removed in Western Australia, and     29 

                  them signing a written agreement, in concealment with -    30 

                  concealing it from the elector.  If we've got one State    31 

                  with no Crown, in a written agreement with the             32 

                  Commonwealth, forming elections, it's electionary fraud.   33 

                      Now, I wanted to just run this one here.  This is -    34 

                  we've looked at this, this is a number of people who       35 

                  have got the Australia Act at this point in time at the    36 

                  High Court in London, Rod Culleton, and a number of        37 

                  other people.  Now, they've accepted the documents, but    38 
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                  what we've basically said to them, is that because in       1 

                  reality how are Australian judges making decisions when     2 

                  this things at the High Court in London?  Because           3 

                  basically, if it goes the other way, all those decisions    4 

                  have to be turned over.  So in reality, even though         5 

                  England's under the European Union and/or Parliamentary     6 

                  members have a contract with them of some sort of           7 

                  perverted sense of however they are doing it, we can't      8 

                  get any justice in the Privy Council while the European     9 

                  union's still in control.  But that's about to fall over   10 

                  and then it's all going to come crashing back here         11 

                  anyway.  It's coming crashing back here no matter what.    12 

                  So we can either adjourn this case sine die and send it    13 

                  over to the Full Court of the Supreme Court of Victoria,   14 

                  because it can't go to the high court judges, and then     15 

                  once those criminal elements have been heard then we can   16 

                  come back here and hear these charges.  Because if we      17 

                  hear the charges, while the criminal elements are still    18 

                  existing, with fraud that vidiates everything, then it     19 

                  can only be to cause harm on all of us.  On every person   20 

                  that walks through these court doors.                      21 

                      So, I'm not quite sure how the judges are taking       22 

                  this, knowing that they can - that this thing's in the     23 

                  High Court of London, it's at the Full Court of the        24 

                  Supreme Court of Victoria and we are just continuously     25 

                  going round and round hearing these cases.  And the        26 

                  people out there don't know.  They've just got no idea.    27 

                  Because all the media and that's just concealing it all.   28 

                  If I took these charges to the media they're never         29 

                  allowed to print them.  They're not telling the            30 

                  community.  We can go down - I'd go and take 20 blokes     31 

                  down there today, and we'll say 'Here, will you print      32 

                  this story?  Here's all the charges, the biggest story     33 

                  in the country.  No, no, no, we're not touching it'.  So   34 

                  then how do the people know?  How do we know?  They're     35 

                  as guilty - the media, they are as guilty as.  They are    36 

                  so guilty beyond even anything that I can even think of    37 

                  that what they've done to the people by concealing this.   38 
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                      All the people that have lost their houses, all the     1 

                  people that have been put in gaol for fraudulent tax        2 

                  claims, and all those other things.  Because we know        3 

                  that there's been numerous High Court decisions to show     4 

                  that the Taxation Department's not registered, numerous.    5 

                  So what they do is, basically to collect a tax bill they    6 

                  got, you know, 10 or 20 people, sitting in a room or        7 

                  whatever and the tax guy comes out and says to the          8 

                  private person, who's not corporation, because we are       9 

                  corporate people since 1986, not by choice but by          10 

                  concealment.  And they get that natural person to stick    11 

                  up his hand and come in and say can you go and make a      12 

                  claim against them?  So it's actually him that's making    13 

                  the claim against me, because the courts, the Federal      14 

                  Court and the High Court's already said the Taxation       15 

                  Department's not valid.  It's as clear as day.  It's       16 

                  been said.                                                 17 

                      We've got people who have worked in the Taxation       18 

                  Department, putting their affidavits on websites saying    19 

                  'I worked here for 10 years, I went through every single   20 

                  office, I became suspicious, I went through every single   21 

                  office in the whole place and we can't find any record     22 

                  of registration.'  So they quit.  Because they know the    23 

                  thing's dishonest.                                         24 

                      So what happens is when a private person brings a      25 

                  claim in, and my learned gentlemen next to me, he leaves   26 

                  himself open to a swarm of criminal charges and civil      27 

                  claims, because he's making a claim from an office         28 

                  that's not valid.  Because the High Court's already said   29 

                  it, and the Federal Court's already said it.               30 
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                  But if they're saying it and then the people are still      1 

                  coming in here and trying to claim it, what is that?  It    2 

                  can only be criminal.  It's criminal, they're being         3 

                  hoodwinked themselves and we know that that's happening     4 

                  because every time I talk to people they've just got        5 

                  no - when I pull out the law that I discuss and examine     6 

                  they've got no idea and they don't want to look at it       7 

                  and when you say to them 'Can you read it?' They go 'I      8 

                  don't want to read it'.  He'll say that he doesn't want     9 

                  to read it.                                                10 

                      The other people, Daniella says she doesn't want to    11 

                  read it.  Daniella told me in front of other witnesses     12 

                  that I won't succeed.  If she knows it's true and she's    13 

                  telling me that she know's it's true.  I'll put her on     14 

                  the stand right now and ask her if it's true.  She'll      15 

                  say it's true but she's still coming in here collecting    16 

                  the money because that's what she said outside and         17 

                  everybody says the same thing.                             18 

                      So if it's true and you can't get justice in here      19 

                  and she's turning up as a private person, she's left       20 

                  herself wide open to criminal charges and prosecution to   21 

                  grab hold of her private money.  She's saying that she     22 

                  thinks I won't win, so she knows that it's crooked but     23 

                  she is concealing it in her office and she's concealing    24 

                  it from all the other people because you can't get out     25 

                  of this, you can't get out of the fact that the Crown's    26 

                  been removed and that the government is sitting in full    27 

                  blown treason.                                             28 

                      It's not get-outable because, as I said, breach of     29 

                  allegiance is R v Caseman and you can't get out of that,   30 

                  it's not get-outable.  So I'm pretty well - there's one    31 

                  document I wanted to run, just a couple more left to go,   32 

                  but this one has been bothering me so much in the last     33 

                  couple of days.  It's basically just saying that the       34 

                  government, every judicial office in any country, I just   35 

                  hope they keep the planes closed down because that will    36 

                  stop everybody from leaving because that's what they're    37 

                  going to do and you hear them laugh but it's true.         38 
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                  There's 100,000 people saying it, not just the people in    1 

                  this court.  We want justice.                               2 

                      But what we've got here is what's happening with the    3 

                  coronavirus.  What we did is we looked the other week       4 

                  and we found out that the funding for the coronavirus       5 

                  commenced in 24/1/2019 it was introduced into               6 

                  parliament.  So if 3.3 trillion worth of funding was        7 

                  passed into the US Congress's funding from a potential      8 

                  person like George Soros, they knew about - it's a          9 

                  construction.  Now, so we have closed down every           10 

                  business in Australia, every single business has been      11 

                  crushed in this country on a lie - I'm sorry they won't    12 

                  do that again.  They're irate because we can't get         13 

                  justice.  It's understandable.  That's why I'm here        14 

                  because it takes a lot of work to work this out, your      15 

                  Honour.  Not work that I ever want to do again because I   16 

                  want to live my life.  But anyway, this bill was           17 

                  introduced on 1 January 2019.  Can I hand that up          18 

                  please?                                                    19 

                      Why isn't this on media?  We can find it on the net    20 

                  but we can't find it on the media.  Why can't we find it   21 

                  on the media.  Are they Freemasonry directors and          22 

                  someone, well we don't know, but what we do know is that   23 

                  the whole thing's a scam, including all the patents and    24 

                  everything.  So they've crushed this country.  This        25 

                  country is already buggered and it was just another way    26 

                  to crush us down that little bit more so we can't fight    27 

                  back but another disturbing thing I got yesterday, but I   28 

                  don't have the exhibit here was I saw a bill go into       29 

                  parliament and it came through yesterday, that they're     30 

                  getting ready to inject and it's in the legislation        31 

                  because they're always telling us what they're doing.      32 

                  They've prepared legislation to inject us and put          33 

                  tracking devices into us.  I mean, I'm asking your         34 

                  Honour to adjourn this case sine die and send it over to   35 

                  the Full Court of the Supreme Court to Chris Maxwell.      36 

                      Now, I've prepared some charges, these ones here       37 

                  just to demonstrate what's happening.  So here's the new   38 
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                  charge for Mr Hulls and what we've got now is we've         1 

                  got - Mr Hull's already got his signed grand jury           2 

                  applicants because we've got somewhere between 10 and       3 

                  20,000 of them on a list of jurors of private people,       4 

                  not ones that are going to be called by the corporate       5 

                  government or the foreign government or political           6 

                  subdivision.  So we've got 25 on this page here, so         7 

                  there's a full grand jury here because people don't         8 

                  understand the grand jury process.  We get the              9 

                  indictment, is a grand jury process done in secret?        10 

                  They're not convicted there then there's the process of    11 

                  the arraignment and the pre-trial conferences and all      12 

                  those things but we're going to hold this grand jury.      13 

                      It's going to be held in Werribee and on this list     14 

                  here, we've got 25 but, your Honour, we've got 2,000       15 

                  potentially for each defendant, 2,000.  2,000, that's a    16 

                  lot.  We've got 2,000 witnesses for each defendant that    17 

                  wants to keep continuing on with this concealment and      18 

                  everybody's going to get one and we don't really care.     19 

                  Look, we want them to be heard.  We want clean hands as    20 

                  everybody wants but it needs to be cleaned up correctly    21 

                  and it will all go on a public registrar, so if people     22 

                  want to keep concealing it we just write the criminal      23 

                  charges out, take the photos from their website and put    24 

                  it on the public registrar and everybody can look at it,   25 

                  the whole country can look at it.                          26 
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                  The whole judiciary is committing fraud on the court and    1 

                  covering it up.  And we sort of understand why, because     2 

                  everybody's threatening each other, that's the way we       3 

                  can work it out, from the way we've had private             4 

                  conversations with judges, they've all got nooses around    5 

                  their necks, from the other judges, that's what they're     6 

                  saying to us.  Because how can they not, they've            7 

                  committed treason, and concealed it, in every court.        8 

                      The building across the road used to have a glass       9 

                  case with a tarot card in there.  It was very              10 

                  interesting to me when I found that out, that we could     11 

                  actually have a court that actually has a tarot card.      12 

                  They've removed it out of there now, but we could          13 

                  perhaps subpoena that into a case later if you decide to   14 

                  march on with this case or make a decision, and outside    15 

                  your grant of power if you do do that then regrettably     16 

                  we have to criminally charge you.  And that will just      17 

                  head over to the Full Court of the Supreme Court of        18 

                  Victoria.                                                  19 

                      Now, I don't want to do that, because that means       20 

                  I've got to write - it's tonnes of work, I've got to       21 

                  write out Commonwealth charges for every single person I   22 

                  go before.  But we just want somebody to do the right      23 

                  thing, because it will happen sooner or later, and         24 

                  whoever does it will be the one that will probably be      25 

                  the hero, because they will stop all of this stuff.  But   26 

                  it's going to go on public record, its already on public   27 

                  record, so if these people want to keep concealing it,     28 

                  their families and everybody are going to see it,          29 

                  because that's what their doing.  They are doing it        30 

                  against their family and we don't know why.                31 

                      So your Honour, yep, we've run through the criminal    32 

                  charges and -                                              33 

              HER HONOUR:        I might just let you know Mr Haughton,      34 

                  you've got about 20 more minutes.                          35 

              MR HAUGHTON:       Yes, no worries, I'm actually almost        36 

                  finished.  So I would like to just run through some        37 

                  grand jury citations.  So basically two grand juries in    38 
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                  October lodged in the Full Court of the Supreme Court in    1 

                  Victoria, there were two plaintiffs, for a grand jury       2 

                  application concerning oaths of freemasonry.  The           3 

                  original application was a Full Court, was for three        4 

                  judges.  The Full Court, three judges, discovered that      5 

                  Byrne v Armstrong consisted of six judges, two              6 

                  dissenting outranked the October 2001 application,          7 

                  another two judges were added, and the additional two       8 

                  files were requested.                                       9 

                      So even though the application is ex parte, the        10 

                  Solicitor-General for Victoria intervened and made the     11 

                  application to overturn Byrne v Armstrong again.  And so   12 

                  the Full Court cannot enter into evidence of the matter,   13 

                  that that jurisdiction authority is reserved solely for    14 

                  23 men of grand jury application.  The Full Court can      15 

                  only address the charge.                                   16 

                      But because the Full Court entered into evidence,      17 

                  some of which concerned the Victorian Constitution Act     18 

                  1970, the President of the Court of Appeal Full Court      19 

                  President Winneke, is the son of the Governor at the       20 

                  time of the 1975 Victorian Constitution Act,               21 

                  Governor Winneke, and former Chief Justice Supreme Court   22 

                  of Victoria, all five judges sitting in the Federal        23 

                  jurisdiction refused any disclosure, when required such    24 

                  refusal is a breach of section 34(b) Crimes Act 1914 - I   25 

                  think it's actually section 30 - no transcript was made    26 

                  available.                                                 27 

                      I'll just run through these citations, I won't read    28 

                  them all because I'm running out of time.  You've got      29 

                  Byrne v Armstrong, R v McInnes, Erskine and Caldwell VOR   30 

                  416 at 420.                                                31 

                      The law is very jealous to see that justice shall be   32 

                  done and it has provided a special procedure where         33 

                  justice for any reason failed to commit a person who is    34 

                  charged, or if justices have been committed, committed a   35 

                  person against whom a charge is made and the Crown         36 

                  authorities for any reason refuse to go with that          37 

                  committing and present the man for trial before an         38 
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                  ordinary jury.  The function of a grand jury is not to      1 

                  determine the guilt of the innocence of the person whom     2 

                  against the charge is made, but to determine on the         3 

                  evidence of the prosecutor alone whether the case is        4 

                  such that they think that the person is charged should      5 

                  be put upon his trial in the ordinary way.                  6 

                      We can go to R v Parker [1977] VR 22.  Loan Campbell    7 

                  1986.  Maguardy v Lorne Campbell September 1986.            8 

                  Julius Bishop of Oxford 1880.  Hamilton-Byrne [1995] at     9 

                  1 VR 129.                                                  10 
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                  That will be enough of that because I'll run out of         1 

                  time.                                                       2 

                      So I just wanted to run past a few things about the     3 

                  element for treason because under the Crimes Act element    4 

                  3.1 sub-s.(1), so basically the element for treason,        5 

                  like you said, was - is the offence of treason, it's a      6 

                  breach of allegiance but that question's completely         7 

                  outside your jurisdiction because even if you had valid     8 

                  jurisdiction within the 10 frauds of the Australia Act,     9 

                  because there are at least 10 there, and because           10 

                  authority law states where offence of treason or           11 

                  concealment of treason that we have discovered, and it's   12 

                  in black and white in Western Australia and Queensland.    13 

                  We can only get an indictment for treason or misprision    14 

                  of treason by a grand jury.  It cannot come from a         15 

                  public prosecutor and it cannot come from any private      16 

                  informant, it must go to a grand jury.                     17 

                      That can be a common law grand jury or it can be a     18 

                  statute law grand jury.  Now, if it's a statute law        19 

                  grand jury it has to pass through the Full Court of the    20 

                  Supreme Court of Victoria, not the Court of Appeal         21 

                  because it goes direct.  It goes direct, not from the      22 

                  Court of Appeal.                                           23 

                      So the whole thing really - well, I'd like it to sit   24 

                  sine die so we can get some justice done and then we can   25 

                  come back to this tax issue if the money's really owed     26 

                  because if we hear it and it's criminal and this goes      27 

                  later, then this all gets turned upside down.              28 

                      So, yes, and that's basically why - because you're     29 

                  committing fraud on the court, whether you know it or      30 

                  not before you came in here, and it is, it absolutely      31 

                  has to go to Victoria even if it came under appeal from    32 

                  your decision in the end it's going to end up over there   33 

                  because I can send it over there, I've looked in the       34 

                  books and it says it does and it's got to go to the -      35 

                  it's got to go to a grand jury for the position you're     36 

                  sitting because you're actually sitting in the offence     37 

                  of treason and for concealing that offence from hereon     38 
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                  forward.  Any decision you make from hereon forward.        1 

                  And we all know it, all Australia knows it but if we go     2 

                  into the judiciary and talk to them about it they'll        3 

                  tell us we're wrong.  So basically you've got - it's        4 

                  like we got at the moment with the coronavirus, we got      5 

                  bankers with no knowledge at all telling all the doctors    6 

                  what to do to us and we're not gonna wear it.  It's         7 

                  either fix this thing up or you're gonna end up with        8 

                  civil unrest and that's absolute - there are some very      9 

                  angry groups out there for what's happened to them.        10 

                      So basically if we just look, go back track now,       11 

                  back to the Act's amendments and the 61 breaches.          12 

              HER HONOUR:        You've got 10 minutes, Mr Haughton.         13 

              MR HAUGHTON:       Yep, no worries.  I'm nearly finished.      14 

                  You know, there's 10 offences of direct treason or         15 

                  concealment of treason in there.  Either way, you're in    16 

                  criminal activity but that's grand jury jurisdiction so    17 

                  I can't really do anything and the fact of the matter is   18 

                  that because the Crown's been thrown out, really,          19 

                  everything everybody's done's - has no validity, our       20 

                  criminal judges, we're right out, that's why we're just    21 

                  trying to get an amnesty.  We can't go back over all       22 

                  this time and say 'Well, you know, this has happened       23 

                  and -' to get a new leaf we need an amnesty, we need to    24 

                  go through the people who have - who've caused the harm    25 

                  and hoodwinked the people and treat them accordingly and   26 

                  all the other ones that potentially have followed          27 

                  orders, not knowing, because of their position then we'd   28 

                  like to offer an amnesty to those ones.  But if we've      29 

                  got noncomplying judges and noncomplying people then we    30 

                  have to just continuous write out criminal charges and     31 

                  put them on public record because we've got, you're        32 

                  sitting in our courts, they're our courts, we own them     33 

                  and we've got people in here telling us the Australia -    34 

                  all this stuff, it's all 'This is right'.  No, it's not.   35 

                  It's not.  Or if you - for me if one client comes into a   36 

                  court case and seeks a bank loan or whatever and he        37 

                  beats his bank loan but the next guy comes in with the     38 
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                  same problem but a different argument he can't display      1 

                  it properly, he loses his home.  That's not justice.        2 

                  The judges should be saying to them 'I can see where        3 

                  you're going, we had one in here the other day.  Yep,       4 

                  that's fraud.  What's the bank doing?', but no, for some    5 

                  reason or other, the bank frauds are being thrown out in    6 

                  this country and we've literally got thousands and          7 

                  thousands and thousands of them.  Maladministered loans,    8 

                  people who have written - where the bank people have        9 

                  written millions of dollars of their assets and they're    10 

                  giving them loans, sign things and the judges says it's    11 

                  not fraud.  Fraud vitiates everything and that's why       12 

                  this case can't go anywhere until the criminal elements    13 

                  of fraud have been dealt with.                             14 

                      So I'll wind it up there for you today, I think.       15 

                  Today I think I've pretty well covered everything          16 

                  because - perhaps I'd just like to quickly run through     17 

                  this Attorney-General Marquet document which is clearly    18 

                  saying in that - and this is one of the documents they     19 

                  use, this is one of the documents they use to bluff        20 

                  everybody that the Australia Act's valid.                  21 
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                  Because what they're doing is when they use a citation      1 

                  they use, if we can go to p.6, this is where you see it     2 

                  everywhere but people can't work it out but it's crap.      3 

                  Page 6:                                                     4 

                  'For the present purposes of two changes of the             5 

                  constitutional arrangements are critically important.       6 

                  First the fact of federation and the creation of the        7 

                  States accordingly, the enactment by the Federal            8 

                  Parliament of the Australia Act s.106 of the                9 

                  constitution provides that -'                              10 

                  And straightaway there, it's all over.  Straightaway       11 

                  there it's all over but people don't get it because of     12 

                  what s.106 says:                                           13 

                  'The constitution of each State shall be subject to this   14 

                  constitution continue as at the establishment of the       15 

                  Commonwealth unaltered in accordance with the              16 

                  constitution of that State.  Then in 1986 pursuant to      17 

                  the reference of the power under S51 of the constitution   18 

                  of the Federal Parliament enacted in the Australia Act     19 

                  in order as its long title said to bring constitutional    20 

                  arrangements effecting the Commonwealth and the States     21 

                  into conformity.'                                          22 

                  But we haven't got that.  We haven't got that in Western   23 

                  Australia and we haven't got that in Queensland and we     24 

                  haven't got it in New South Wales as well but that's not   25 

                  as deadly as Queensland and Western Australia because      26 

                  the whole of Australia is defunct:                         27 

                  'With the status of the Commonwealth of Australia as a     28 

                  sovereign independent federal nation, Australia ... to     29 

                  be traced to its Australian source.'                       30 

                  But if we go along in the same market matter and we have   31 

                  a look at what Kirby says, although it was dissent, but    32 

                  what does he say?  If we go to p.9 and we'll start at      33 

                  p.204 because no-one's tested the Australia - the market   34 

                  matter was a single entrenched referendum argument and     35 

                  it has nothing to do with the double entrenched            36 

                  referendum argument:                                       37 

                  'It was submitted that the true source of constitutional   38 
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                  validity in the Australia Act at least of the Federal       1 

                  Act was the legislative power given to the constitution     2 

                  to the Federal Parliament to enact federal statutes as      3 

                  an exercise within the Commonwealth as requested or         4 

                  within the concurrence of the parliaments of all States     5 

                  directly concerned.  All of any power which can be          6 

                  established of this constitution by exercise only by the    7 

                  parliament of the United Kingdom or by the federal          8 

                  council of Australia.'                                      9 

                  I pause to observe that.  This is Mr Kirby:                10 

                  'If this constitutional head of power was available it     11 

                  was curious indeed that it was considered necessary to     12 

                  bother with an enactment by the United Kingdom             13 

                  parliament in favour of giving s.51 a wide meaning in      14 

                  the consideration mentioned by Dawson J in Pokavic v The   15 

                  Commonwealth.  That interpretation of the constitution     16 

                  which demised the completeness of the Australian           17 

                  legislative power is unacceptable in terms of              18 

                  constitutional theory and practice.  The difficulty with   19 

                  the source of legislative power is ultimately apparent.    20 

                  S.51 of the constitution and thus all the legislative      21 

                  powers therein provided is expressed to be subject to      22 

                  this constitution.  That important phrase subjects all     23 

                  federal legislation to the fundamental postulates of the   24 

                  constitution.  These include provisions of chapter 3.'     25 

                  So we haven't got chapter 3 courts, that's a problem.      26 

                  That's why we can't send this to the High Court.           27 

              HIS HONOUR:        So Mr Haughton, I am just wondering         28 

                  whether there's anything you want to say in conclusion     29 

                  because it is now 18 minutes past 12 and I need to give    30 

                  Mr Douglas time to make his submissions.                   31 

              MR HAUGHTON:       Okay, yep, no worries.  I want to get       32 

                  down here to where Mr Kirby says 'It's absurd' and then    33 

                  we'll walk away because it's all subject to 128 of the     34 

                  constitution.  He's saying it in here.  So basically       35 

                  he's saying in here that if it ever comes into the         36 

                  court, if you look at 208:                                 37 

                  'However in the case of a similar attempt made in future   38 
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                  to circumvent S128 -'                                       1 

                  Which is what they did:                                     2 

                  'Of the constitution in such a way by inter-government      3 

                  agreement and legislation without the participation of      4 

                  the people of Australia as electors I lift my voice in      5 

                  protest.'                                                   6 

                  There's a lot of people saying what we're saying but        7 

                  we're just getting pushed back.  So we go to 210:           8 

                  'The joint reasons complained that the ... did not          9 

                  challenge the validity of the Australia Act.'              10 

                  So here we are we've got it challenged right here now in   11 

                  this court and it's non-constitutional.  Even if we said   12 

                  the Australia Act was valid straightaway it tipped         13 

                  itself up when you bring in that Acts Amendment and        14 

                  Repeal (Courts and Legal Practice Act) because it's        15 

                  another time where they've removed the Crown in that       16 

                  State, told the other electors that it's still there       17 

                  calling an election which is fraud.  So okay then I will   18 

                  rest may case at that, your Honour.                        19 
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              HER HONOUR:        Thank you.  Mr Douglas?                      1 

              MR DOUGLAS:        If I might start with the material that's    2 

                  read in opposition to the application.  The respondent      3 

                  reads the affidavit of Mr Robinson deposed on 20 March      4 

                  this year and the affidavit of Ms Ayoub on 26 March this    5 

                  year.  Your Honour should also have received a written      6 

                  statement of submissions from the respondent.               7 

              HER HONOUR:        I don't have those.  My apologies,           8 

                  Mr Douglas.                                                 9 

              MR DOUGLAS:        That's quite right, the new Electronic      10 

                  Management System is, no doubt, creating its issues.       11 

              HER HONOUR:        It is, unfortunately.                       12 

              MR DOUGLAS:        If I can deal with two preliminary          13 

                  matters.  I understood there to be two oral applications   14 

                  that have been advanced in addition to the application     15 

                  listed today to set aside the statutory demand.  The       16 

                  first was an application that this matter be adjourned     17 

                  sine die.  That's opposed by the respondent on the basis   18 

                  that it's not supported by any evidence and is without     19 

                  substance.  The second appeared to be an application       20 

                  that this proceeding be transferred to the Supreme Court   21 

                  of Victoria, presumably in according with the              22 

                  cross-vesting scheme.  Again, that's an application        23 

                  without notice that's not supported by evidence and        24 

                  that, in my submission, is without merit and ought not     25 

                  be entertained.  So I note those two matters for           26 

                  formality.                                                 27 

                      A volume of material has been handed up today.  It     28 

                  doesn't comprise all of the material on the court file,    29 

                  there is also an affidavit that the respondent has         30 

                  received from Mr Haughton dated 4 December 2019.  I need   31 

                  not go through the exercise of identifying which           32 

                  material was received by the respondent before court       33 

                  today and which came to us for the first time in court.    34 

                  Reviewing that material as Mr Haughton made his            35 

                  submissions, all of it appears to be a mixture of          36 

                  extracts from statutes or publications outside the court   37 

                  or submissions in the nature of assertions of mixed fact   38 
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                  and law.  I have no objection to your Honour reviewing      1 

                  any of the material that Mr Haughton has put before the     2 

                  court.                                                      3 

                      In saying that I make the submission as to its          4 

                  weight; that all of that material is irrelevant and none    5 

                  of that material addresses the criteria available to an     6 

                  applicant seeking the set aside of a statutory demand.      7 

                  The closest one comes and this is noted in the              8 

                  respondent's written outline, is the final page of the      9 

                  4 December 2019 affidavit just before the jurat which      10 

                  asserts a research and development taxation incentive      11 

                  system debt owed by way of set-off to Mr Haughton's        12 

                  trust in the sum of $85,000.  That's not an admissible     13 

                  statement, there's no foundation to support the            14 

                  assertion but the basis on which Mr Robinson's affidavit   15 

                  is read is that it gives your Honour detail of how that    16 

                  offset scheme works and indicates, importantly, that for   17 

                  a research and development offset to apply in reduction    18 

                  of the debt, the entity seeking the research and           19 

                  development offset need to be registered and then a        20 

                  claim needs to be made in the taxation returns that are    21 

                  filed.  The deputy commissioner's inquiries as detailed    22 

                  in Mr Robinson's affidavit indicate that the parties to    23 

                  this action are not registered and no claim has been       24 

                  advanced.                                                  25 

                      The fact that the debt that was the subject of the     26 

                  demand was owed as at the date of the demand is covered    27 

                  in Ms Ayoub's affidavit and is not challenged by any       28 

                  evidence that has been put forward by Mr Haughton.         29 

                  Therefore, the sole basis upon which Mr Haughton appears   30 

                  to challenge the statutory demand relate to the more       31 

                  exotic arguments that have been developed this morning     32 

                  about the effect of a miscarriage in power in the          33 

                  mid-1980s when the powers of the United Kingdom            34 

                  parliaments to make Australian laws were removed by the    35 

                  Commonwealth and UK Australia Acts and the statutes        36 

                  conferring power that were enacted by each of the states   37 

                  and territories in the Australian jurisdiction at the      38 
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                  time.                                                       1 

                      It's of assistance that Mr Haughton drew the court's    2 

                  attention to the High Court's consideration of the          3 

                  Australia Acts regime in Attorney-General WA v Marquett.    4 

                  The plurality in that judgment considered arguments         5 

                  challenging the constitutional validity of the Australia    6 

                  Acts as an enactment and found in favour of the             7 

                  constitutionality of the enactment.  The contention that    8 

                  Mr Haughton seems to advance is that there was no power     9 

                  under the Commonwealth Constitution Act to enact the       10 

                  Australia Act as a federal statute removing the Queen's    11 

                  requirement to give Royal assent to legislation enacted    12 

                  by the Australian parliaments thereafter.                  13 

                      What's mentioned in Marquett and that is not           14 

                  mentioned in Mr Haughton's submissions is that there was   15 

                  a question at the time about whether there was a federal   16 

                  head of power under s.51 of the constitution that would    17 

                  permit that enactment.  The plurality in Marquett accept   18 

                  that the Commonwealth Constitution Act which, of course,   19 

                  was subject in 1901 to equivalent enactments in the        20 

                  United Kingdom parliaments, did provide sufficient         21 

                  sovereignty to the people of Australia to allow the        22 

                  federal enactment of the Australia Act.  In order to       23 

                  place the matter beyond doubt, the Australia Act 1986 UK   24 

                  was an enactment of the lords and commons in the United    25 

                  Kingdom relinquishing any legislative power with respect   26 

                  to Australian affairs and put the matter beyond doubt.     27 

                      It was to that, therefore, theoretical quandary that   28 

                  Kirby J was making reference at para.204 of the Marquett   29 

                  decision and that was a comment in obiter that given the   30 

                  decision of Marquett in 2003 close to the republican       31 

                  debates that had occurred, that was - as your Honour       32 

                  will see - footnoted to a responsive paper in the          33 

                  academic literature to an article given by now Lehming J   34 

                  and the former solicitor general, questioning whether or   35 

                  not as a political mode referendum might have been a       36 

                  better means of achieving the change in the mid-80s.       37 

                                                                             38 
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                      It is not a question of whether or not the              1 

                  Australian Acts were as they were constituted, in fact,     2 

                  valid; that was a position accepted by the High Court       3 

                  in total in the Marquet decision.  Mr Haughton then         4 

                  went on to make an argument that the Australia Acts are     5 

                  invalidated, as I understood it, on the basis that          6 

                  there were instances of noncompliance when, for the         7 

                  purpose of the statutes enacted in Queensland and           8 

                  Western Australia, there were amendments to the             9 

                  Constitution Acts in those States and Mr Haughton's        10 

                  argument was that a referendum was required that wasn't    11 

                  held in both of those jurisdictions and therefore the      12 

                  knock-on effect is that the statutes conferring power      13 

                  from Western Australia and Queensland to the enactment     14 

                  of the Australia Acts regime was compromised.              15 

                      Your Honour need not determine that issue.  My         16 

                  submission is that within the terms of the State           17 

                  Constitution Acts of both of those jurisdictions, the      18 

                  referendum mandatory provisions are not in fact engaged    19 

                  but, in any event, for the purpose of the heads of         20 

                  federal power that relate to a statutory demand in this    21 

                  sense, being the Corporations Act and the Taxation         22 

                  Administration Act, relevant conferral of State powers     23 

                  doesn't come into it and in those circumstances, while     24 

                  my submission is that Mr Haughton is not right about       25 

                  those matters, the federal head of power under the         26 

                  Australia Acts and the subsequent enactment of those       27 

                  two Commonwealth heads of legislation mean that his        28 

                  argument wouldn't cause any invalidity that might          29 

                  trouble the court in these circumstances.                  30 

                      The terms of the intersection between the              31 

                  Taxation Administration Act and the Corporations Act       32 

                  were considered by the High Court in Deputy                33 

                  Commissioner of Taxation v Broadbeach Properties [2009]    34 

                  HCA 41, and while that decision didn't look at the         35 

                  particular constitutional arguments that Mr Haughton       36 

                  has sought to develop, it is clear that the High Court     37 

                  accepted the interaction between both heads of statute,    38 
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                  the Tax Act and the Corporations Act to be                  1 

                  constitutionally invalid and, in particular, I invite       2 

                  your Honour's attention to what is said by the              3 

                  plurality at para.58 of that decision.                      4 

                      The submissions made by Mr Haughton to the              5 

                  effect that there are various criminal consequences         6 

                  that proceed from his thesis that since 1986,               7 

                  enactments of the federal parliament at least are           8 

                  universally invalid and bear implications for judicial      9 

                  officers that discharge their duty under those invalid     10 

                  enactments, including the argument that misprision of      11 

                  treason arises because since 1986, the judiciary in        12 

                  States and Federal Territories of Australia are acting     13 

                  in a manner that is repugnant to their duty to Queen       14 

                  Elizabeth II need not be addressed more than to say        15 

                  that if your Honour is with me in my primary submission    16 

                  regarding the validity of the Australia Acts regime,       17 

                  the Tax Act and the Corporations Act, none of those        18 

                  matters arise for any consideration, though I do make      19 

                  the submission that even if Mr Haughton were right,        20 

                  that is not a matter that your Honour could or would       21 

                  need to determine and that is another ground for           22 

                  refusing any transfer of the matter to the Victorian       23 

                  jurisdiction to deal with those consequences.  Those       24 

                  are the respondent's submissions.                          25 

              HER HONOUR:        Thank you, Mr Douglas.  Anything in reply,  26 

                  Mr Haughton?                                               27 

              MR HAUGHTON:       Yes.  Firstly, I would like to hand up the  28 

                  Corporations Act.  This was the one that was created in    29 

                  2001 to stop the cross-vesting issues, but the problem     30 

                  with it is that there is not one speech reading for it,    31 

                  not one, or not one that we can find.  If we drift         32 

                  through the thing here, we can go through to the speech    33 

                  readings and there's no procedural text.  It has been      34 

                  introduced but there is no second or third speech          35 

                  reading.  We can't find them.  So if there is no second    36 

                  or third speech reading into the Corporations Bill, it     37 

                  is an empty document, completely empty.  Who is doing      38 
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                  this?  That's what I want to know.  Who is letting them     1 

                  get away with it?  Because it's got to stop, here, now,     2 

                  including the criminal concealment of the defendants.       3 

                  So do we agree with this gazetted proclamation of the       4 

                  Corporations Act has no speech readings?  Because if it     5 

                  has got no speech reading, it's not valid at law.  That     6 

                  is my first point, your Honour.                             7 

                      I see my learned partner is not even looking.           8 

                  Anyway, because that's what happens, they don't look,       9 

                  they refuse to see.                                        10 

                      So we will go back to the Attorney-General             11 

                  matter, Marquet.  Now, my colleague here has said that     12 

                  it is constitutional conformity.  We can go the front      13 

                  of the Australia - we know that this argument of the       14 

                  Marquet matter - the Marquet matter was an argument        15 

                  about a single entrenched referendum.  It was about        16 

                  moving electoral boundaries.  It wasn't a matter in        17 

                  relation to the mechanics or the powers of the             18 

                  constitution of the State or the governor.  So that's      19 

                  why it went through.                                       20 

                      But if we go to the back of the Act, we can go         21 

                  to p.31 of the documents.  Well, actually, start at        22 

                  p.30 because the paragraph is on both pages.  Now,         23 

                  Mr Gallagher at that time when he made this statement      24 

                  was the Chief Commonwealth Solicitor.  But Mr Gallagher    25 

                  is currently a High Court judge.  But what does he say     26 

                  here?  He says in here that 73(2)(g) must apply, but it    27 

                  doesn't apply to this Act because this Act is a single-    28 

                  entrenched referendum, which means they can hold a         29 

                  single entrenched referendum in the Legislative            30 

                  Assembly of matters that don't have to do with the         31 

                  mechanics or the powers of that constitution, and that     32 

                  is what moving the electoral boundary was; it's moving     33 

                  borders, not mechanics.                                    34 

              CONTINUED                                                      35 
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                      So Mr Gallagher, your Honour, that is quite             1 

                  easily dealt with.  The express mention of s.73 ought       2 

                  not be interpreted as saying what has been preserved in     3 

                  some special manner of passage through the house ...        4 

                  but not in s.13 because if one looks at s.73 what it        5 

                  does in addition to regulating the manner of passage        6 

                  through the house is to impose two conditions that on       7 

                  any view modify or qualify the requirement of s.2(3) of     8 

                  the Western Australia ....  That a bill presented to        9 

                  the governor for assent after it's presented to the        10 

                  houses.  The two conditions you will see the first is      11 

                  the concluding words of 73(1) that:                        12 

                  'Certain bills shall be reserved for the Governor for      13 

                  the significant others ... Majesty's pleasure.'            14 

                  That provision might your Honour might note has now        15 

                  been eliminated by s.9(2) of the Australia Act but it      16 

                  was there in 1978.  The second is in s.73(2)(g), there     17 

                  is a provision that the bills to which 73(2) applies       18 

                  after the passage through the two houses, are to be        19 

                  approved by the electors before presentation.  So these    20 

                  two qualifications, the requirement in s.2(3) that a       21 

                  bill be presented to the Governor after ... by houses.     22 

                  Your Honour might note that the construction of.  We       23 

                  can go down to Kirby J.  Anyway, he's saying that 73,      24 

                  the current High Court judge who's making a statement      25 

                  here saying that it's got to go to the electors.           26 

                      So my colleague here really has and I get it           27 

                  because it takes a long time to get your head around       28 

                  but he hasn't discovered that this is a single             29 

                  entrenched referendum display of somebody making a         30 

                  comment that the Australia Act is valid.  When we look     31 

                  at what s.106 of the constitution, it must comply with     32 

                  the states requirements and go to the electors.  That      33 

                  would be - in relation to the letters patent, the last     34 

                  point of 1986, the United Kingdom ones.  There's no        35 

                  House of Lords and Commons articles on that that           36 

                  anybody can find anywhere.  Allegedly they aren't          37 

                  there, that's all we can say.                              38 
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                      In the end, the letters patent of England say           1 

                  Her Majesty, most excellent Majesty, Queen of England,      2 

                  not her Majesty, queen of Australia which is the            3 

                  current oath of Scott Morrison.  The oath of queen of       4 

                  Australia.  Now we can't bring queen of Australia into      5 

                  court because it doesn't exist and we've got somebody       6 

                  head of our power tricking the people because people        7 

                  actually believe and fight back and say there is a          8 

                  queen of Australia but there isn't.  It's only one          9 

                  title to the queen, queen of Australia is corporate and    10 

                  they will literally fight you and bash your head in if     11 

                  you say that to police officers because you say it to      12 

                  them, 'mate you've sworn allegiance to a piece of          13 

                  paper' and they just say, 'you keep talking to me like     14 

                  that and you'll end up in that divvy van'.  You say,       15 

                  'well, yeah I know but it's true, bang, bang, bang,        16 

                  you're gone'.                                              17 

                      You are whacked up and they just trump up a            18 

                  whole heap of charges on you and we've literally got       19 

                  hundred - when I was in the mental health section over     20 

                  there when those two criminal - they call themselves       21 

                  counter terrorism but they are actually doing the          22 

                  terrorism on the people, 100%.  I could go and get a       23 

                  100 people in Lonsdale that would say the same thing.      24 

                  It is crazy stuff.  They are proceeding around just        25 

                  doing whatever they want, there's no law and they know     26 

                  it and that's why they're doing it we presumably say.      27 

                  That's where it's all at.  We've got the Corporations      28 

                  Act not valid so he can't realistically make a claim       29 

                  against that unless the court's going to just say it's     30 

                  valid and that's what's happening everywhere and that's    31 

                  what we're sick of and I won't stop.                       32 

                      I'll just keep getting the ... letters signed          33 

                  until we've got five million of them.  Then when we've     34 

                  got five million of them and all the people that don't     35 

                  take part in the so-called amnesty because we              36 

                  desperately need it.  The whole country needs it.  I       37 

                  can't see how your Honour can really let any case go       38 
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                  past any Supreme Court judgment anywhere in this State      1 

                  knowing the fact that we've been scammed by the             2 

                  coronavirus, the evidence has been put before the           3 

                  court.  We've got complete no law in this country           4 

                  proven, no referendums, we've got nothing.  We've got a     5 

                  breach of allegiance which has unfortunately put you in     6 

                  a position of R v Casement which is breach of               7 

                  allegiance.  There would be at least 10 charges there.      8 

                      As I said, I'm not interested in causing mayhem,        9 

                  I just want this thing fixed but if it's not going to      10 

                  get fixed and you're not going to adjourn this sine die    11 

                  and send it over to Victoria, we've just got to keep       12 

                  writing with the pen.  That's what it is.  I'm sorry       13 

                  for that, your Honour, but that's how it is.  Thank you    14 

                  very much.                                                 15 

              HER HONOUR:        Thank you.  I will reserve my decision.     16 

              DECISION RESERVED 12.44 P.M.                                   17 
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